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Conflict Update # 126 

July 20th, 2022 

Conflict Assessment 

Key assessments 

The current Russian offensive will likely 

make marginal territorial gains northeast of the 

E40 highway in Donetsk before culminating along 

the E40. 

Russian Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov 
said that Russia is pursuing expanded territorial 

gains in Ukraine beyond Luhansk and Donetsk 

Oblast, confirming ISW’s assessment that the 

Kremlin seeks to capture territory beyond 

Donbas. 

Russian forces resumed limited ground 

attacks northwest of Slovyansk and around the 

Donetsk City-Avdiivka area. 

Russian forces continued localized ground 

assaults east of Siversk and made marginal gains 

northeast of Bakhmut. 

Ukrainian forces conducted the second 

consecutive high-precision strike against the 

Antonivskyi Bridge-- a major Russian logistics 

artery east of Kherson City. 

Russian occupation authorities are likely 

propagandizing recent Ukrainian high-precision 

strikes and partisan activity to set conditions for 

mass deportations of Ukrainian citizens to 

Russian territory. 

Subordinate Main Effort—Southern Kharkiv, Donetsk, Luhansk Oblasts - Russian forces resumed localized 

ground attacks northwest of Slovyansk along the Kharkiv-Donetsk Oblast border today. The Ukrainian General Staff (UGS)  

reported that Ukrainian troops repelled a Russian attack on Bohorodychne, about 20km northwest of Slovyansk. T 

his is the first confirmed ground attack along the Kharkiv-Donetsk Oblast border since July 15. Russian forces also 

continued to fire on the settlements of Dolyna, Krasnopillya, and Adamivka, all northwest of Slovyansk near the E40 

highway. Donetsk Oblast Head Pavlo Kyrylenko noted that Russian forces have intensified direct shelling of Slovyansk, 

likely in advance of attempts to move directly on the city along the E40. 
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Russian forces today continued limited 

ground assaults east of Siversk. UGS stated 

that Ukrainian troops pushed back Russian 

troops near Hryhorivka (northeast of 

Siversk) and Spirne (southeast of Siversk). 

The Russian grouping in this area is likely still 

severely degraded by recent operations to 

complete the capture of the Luhansk Oblast 

administrative borders and is therefore only 

making slow and grinding progress towards 

Siversk. 

Russian forces today made incremental 

progress northeast of Bakhmut along the 

T1302 highway. The Donetsk People’s 

Republic (DNR) Territorial Defense Force 

claimed that joint DNR and Russian troops 

took control of Berestove, about 25km 

northeast of Bakhmut.  

The DNR Territorial Defense Force suggested 

that DNR troops will use the capture of 

Berestove to move southwest along the 

T1302 towards Soledar and eventually 

Bakhmut. Russian forces also continued to 

fight south of Bakhmut around Vershyna and 

Novoluhanske, including near the Vuhledar 

Power Plant. Enemy forces are likely setting 

conditions for three directions of advance on 

Bakhmut- from the southwest of the 

Berestove-Soledar line; west from 

Pokrovske; and north from Novoluhanske 

and the territory of the Vuhledar Power 

Plant. Russian troops continued to conduct 

air and artillery strikes around Bakhmut 

along these three lines of advance. 

Russian forces conducted limited ground attacks around Donetsk City and near the Donetsk-Zaporizhia Oblast border on 

July 20. UGS noted the Russian forces conducted two failed reconnaissance-in-force attempts in Novoselivka Druha, just 

northeast of Avdiivka near the H20 highway that runs from Avdiivka to Kostyantynivka. Russian forces reportedly also 

unsuccessfully attempted to advance towards Mykilsky and Novomykhailivka—both southwest of Donetsk City about 

60km from the Donetsk-Zaporizhzhia Oblast border. 

Supporting Effort #1—Kharkiv City - Russian forces attempted a limited ground offensive north of Kharkiv City on 

July 20. UGS reported that Ukrainian forces repelled a Russian ground assault towards Pytomnyk, 10km north of Kharkiv 

City. Russian forces continued shelling Kharkiv City and the surrounding settlements, including Pytomnyk, Prudyanka, 

Petrivka, and Tsyrkuny. 
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Supporting Effort #2—Southern Axis 

- Ukrainian forces struck the Antonivskyi 

Bridge over the Dnipro River east of 

Kherson City for the second day in a row on 

July 20. Head of the Russian-backed 

Kherson Occupation Administration 

Vladimir Saldo announced that the bridge 

is closed to freight traffic for repairs but 

that it remains open to passenger vehicles. 

Ukrainian Kherson Oblast Military 

Administration Adviser Serhiy Khlan stated 

that the Ukrainian strikes on the 

Antonivskyi Bridge have made it 

impossible for Russian forces to transport 

heavy equipment across the bridge. 

Russian forces continued strikes along the 

line of contact but made no confirmed 

ground assaults on the Southern Axis on 

July 20. Ukraine’s Southern Operational 

Command reported that Russian forces 

fired 20 missiles from S-300 anti-air 

systems in Kherson Oblast at unspecified 

ground targets overnight on July 19-20. 

Russian forces conducted air and missile 

strikes on Murakhivka and 

Novohryhorivka, Mykolaiv Oblast, and on 

the Pidyommyy Bridge in Zatoka, Odesa 

Oblast. 

Ukrainian partisans attacked Russian 

occupation personnel at the Zaporizhzhia 

Nuclear Power Plant (NPP) in occupied Enerhodar, Zaporizhia Oblast on July 19. The Ukrainian Resistance Center reported 

that the partisan attack injured nine Russian occupation personnel and killed an unspecified number.  

Russian-backed Zaporizhia Oblast occupation administration head Vladimir Rogov claimed that Ukrainian “terrorists,” 

likely referring to partisans, attacked the Zaporizhzhia NPP with kamikaze UAVs, which are highly accurate and unlikely 

to have risked damage to the Zaporizhzhia NPP nuclear reactors. If true, a UAV attack would be the most sophisticated 

Ukrainian partisan attack ISW has observed to date. Geolocated footage shows shrapnel but no other evidence of damage 

300 meters from the Zaporizhia NPP reactors, but this footage could have been staged to incite panic and further 

occupation authorities’ anti-Ukrainian propaganda. 

Mobilization and Force Generation Efforts - Nothing significant to report. 

Activity in Russian-occupied Areas - Russian occupation authorities may be propagandizing recent Ukrainian high-

precision strikes against Russian assets and Ukrainian partisan activity in occupied areas in order to set conditions for 

mass deportations of Ukrainian citizens to Russian territory. The Luhansk People’s Republic (LNR) Internal Ministry 

claimed that LNR authorities are bussing residents of Kozacha Lopan (northern Kharkiv Oblast) to “rescue settlements” 
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in Russia due to intensified Ukrainian shelling of the settlement and its surroundings. ISW reported on July 17 that Russian 

occupiers are similarly preparing for massive deportations from Southern Ukraine under the guise of punitive measures 

against anti-occupation dissent. Such forced deportations may be a means of exporting Ukrainian labor and combat 

power to the Russian Federation. 

The current Russian offensive may 

secure limited additional territorial gains 

in Donbas northeast of the E40 highway 

but will likely culminate before seizing 

major populated areas such as Slovyansk 

or Bakhmut. Russian forces have not 

made significant advances towards 

Slovyansk or along the Siversk-Bakhmut 

salient in the past few weeks and are 

continuing to degrade their own offensive 

combat power in localized fights for small 

and relatively unimportant settlements 

throughout Donetsk Oblast. Russian 

troops have notably been attempting to 

take Siversk since the capture of 

Lysychansk and the Luhansk Oblast 

border on July 3 and have still not reached 

the city as of July 20.  

Similarly, Russian troops have failed to 

launch direct assaults on Bakhmut and 

have largely impaled themselves on fights 

for small settlements to its east and 

south. Efforts to advance on Slovyansk 

have mostly ground to a halt and have 

made no meaningful gains for weeks. The 

renewal of active ground offensives 

following the brief operational pause has 

not yet translated into meaningful 

Russian forward progress, although it is 

possible that either steady Russian 

pressure or the completion of Russian 

efforts to rebuild combat power could 

generate limited gains in the coming days 

or weeks. 

Russian troops are now struggling to move across relatively sparsely-settled and open terrain.  They will encounter terrain 

much more conducive to the Ukrainian defenders the closer they get to the E40 around Slovyansk and Bakhmut due to 

the increasing population density and built-up nature of these areas (see map in-line with text). The current Russian 

offensive in Donbas is therefore highly likely to culminate somewhere along the E40 in the coming weeks. 

Ukrainian tactics – Ukraine is opening new fronts in the Donbas and southern Ukraine. Given Russian troop 

shortages and rising losses, this serves to stretch opposing forces into thinner lines of both offense and defense, reducing 
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their ability to group in strength along other fronts, disrupting Russian offensive moves against Ukrainian cities and 

strongholds. 

Ukraine launching attacks along previously quiet fronts, obliges Russian defense units relocate to counter the Ukrainian 

moves, requisite of supply chain and ammunition replenishment needs, something Russian forces and commands are 

not renowned for. 

Once these newly-arrived troops and BTGs move into position, local partisans locate them, lock in target coordinates, 

and relay this informtation back to Ukrainian artillery batteries who then start shelling Russian groups and arms depots. 

A good tactical approach in that Russian forces are compelled to defend, without knowing when and where incoming 

artillery is from and lose their initiative. This places the strategic impetus in Ukrainian hands and commands. 

But most importantly, it deflects Russian resources away from where they (the Russians) want to be, into areas where 

they do not have the upper hand. It distracts their Donbas objective, further lengthening and weakening their lines of 

attack. 

Ukrainian forces strike strategic bridge - Ukrainian forces on Wednesday damaged a bridge that is key to 

supplying Russian troops in southern Ukraine, where Russia’s foreign minister said Moscow is trying to consolidate its 

territorial gains. 

Russian Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov told state-controlled RT television and the RIA Novosti news agency that Russia 

has expanded its “special military operation” from eastern Ukraine’s Donetsk and Luhansk provinces to include the 

Kherson and Zaporizhzhia regions and other captured territories. 

Lavrov’s remarks and the Ukrainian missile attack on the strategically important Kherson region bridge indicated the 

nearly five-month war would broaden again after unfolding mostly in eastern Ukraine since April. 

Russia’s top diplomat noted that when Russia and Ukraine in March discussed a possible deal to end the fighting, “our 

readiness to accept the Ukrainian proposal was based on the geography of March 2022.”  

Kirill Stremousov, deputy head of the Russian-installed temporary regional administration, said the Ukrainian military 

struck the Antonivskyi Bridge, using U.S.-supplied HIMARS multiple rocket launchers. 

The 1.4-kilometer (0.9-mile) bridge is the main river crossing in the Kherson region. Knocking it out would make it hard 

for the Russian military to keep supplying its forces in the region, the target of repeated Ukrainian attacks. 

Stremousov said that because of the bridge damage, pontoon crossings would be constructed over the river, which is 

also known as the Dnieper. 

The head of the Moscow-appointed Kherson administration, Vladimir Saldo, said in a video message that passenger 

vehicles could continue driving across the bridge but truck traffic was halted. He said trucks could cross the river using a 

dam 80 kilometers (50 miles) away. 

The British Defense Ministry said Wednesday that the bridge in Kherson was likely still usable after the Ukrainian strikes, 

but it is a "key vulnerability for Russian Forces.” 

“It is one of only two road crossing points over the Dnieper by which Russia can supply or withdraw its forces in the 

territory it has occupied west of the river,” it added. “Control of Dnieper crossings is likely to become a key factor in the 

outcome of fighting in the region.” 
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The Ukrainian attacks on the bridge in Kherson come as the bulk of the Russian forces are stuck in the fighting in the 

Donbas - Ukraine's eastern industrial heartland - where they have made slow gains despite battling against fierce 

Ukrainian resistance. 

Azov Special Forces, Counterintelligence 

Bomb Russian BMPs Using Drones - Azov 

special forces working with counterintelligence 

officers from the Ukrainian Security Service have 

taken out Russian BMPs by dropping bombs on 

them using drones, as footage shows. 

The images show a number of Russian military 

vehicles being hit from above by ordnance dropped 

from drones. 

It is currently unclear where exactly in Ukraine the 

images were filmed but they were obtained 

Saturday from SSO Azov, along with a short statement saying: "Fighters of the SSO AZOV and counter-intelligence officers 

of the SBU conducted a joint operation to neutralize enemy BMPs, which periodically caused inconvenience. The 

equipment was tracked in a forest strip and hit by cumulative shells from the air." 

SSO AZOV was formed February 24, the day the Russians invaded, as a separate unit made up of Azov veterans. It 

"performs the task of protecting the territorial integrity of the country from the Russian aggressor." 

Russian Su-35 Shot Down by Ukraine as $85m Aircraft Goes Up in Flames – A Russian fighter jet has been shot 

down near the city of Nova Kakhovka in Ukraine's southern Kherson region, according to the Armed Forces of Ukraine. 

In a statement on social media, the air force command of Ukraine's armed forces said that at around 8 p.m. Tuesday, a 

unit of Ukraine's anti-aircraft missile forces shot down a Russian fighter, "presumably an Su-35," in the area of Nova 

Kakhovka. 

It said that the Russian Sukhoi Su-35S fighter aircraft, worth $85 million per unit, attempted to attack an aircraft belonging 

to Ukraine's air force. It is the latest generation of the Soviet-era Su-27 fighter jet, designed to intercept and destroy air  

Russian Su-34 bomber shot down by Ukraine - Ukrainian media outlets reported on Monday that a Russian Su-34 

bomber—which reportedly costs approximately $36 million per unit—was reportedly shot down by Russia's own forces 

over Ukraine's eastern Luhansk region. 

The jet was downed near Alchevsk, a city in the Luhansk region—one of the areas where the war is currently focused. 

Alchevsk is currently under the occupation of Moscow-backed separatist forces. 

Russia continues to target civilian centers - The bulk of Russia’s forces are stuck fighting in the Donbas region, 

where they have made slow gains facing fierce Ukrainian resistance. The Russian military has used long-range missiles to 

strike targets across all parts of Ukraine, in the process killing hundreds of civilians. 

Ukraine’s presidential office said at least 13 civilians were killed and a further 40 wounded by the Russian shelling across 

the country in a 24-hour period between Tuesday and Wednesday. 

On Wednesday, at least three more people died when Russia bombarded the northeastern city of Kharkiv with Hurricane 

salvo rocket systems, authorities said. The victims were waiting at a bus stop and included a 69-year-old man, his wife 

and a 13-year-old boy. The boy’s 15-year-old sister was injured, according to the Kharkiv Regional Prosecutor’s Office. 
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‘We’re Losing’ but Moscow Will Never Admit It, Russian Soldier Says - “They will never show you this on 

television, they will never tell you the truth,” a man identified as a Russian soldier tells family in what Ukraine says is an 

intercepted call. 

As Russia openly announced its plan to seize more Ukrainian land on Wednesday, a Russian soldier was caught spilling to 

relatives back home that Vladimir Putin’s troops are “losing,” according to Ukrainian intelligence. 

Audio shared by Ukraine’s Security Service is said to capture an intercepted phone call between a soldier based in the 

Kharkiv region and a female relative outside Moscow. It was not immediately clear when the conversation took place, 

but the unnamed man’s complaints appear to echo those heard repeatedly from Russian troops throughout nearly five 

months of the war. 

“We’re losing now,” the purported soldier says, prompting an indignant response from his female relative, who replies, 

“Well it’s you guys who are losing there, but they are winning everywhere [else].” 

“That’s the picture they paint for you on television, but in reality it’s drastically different here,” he says. “They will never 

show you this on television, they will never tell you the truth. We’re losing.” 

Taken aback by the confession, the woman asks him to explain how Russian troops could be losing—and there seems to 

be no shortage of answers. 

“We should have about 90 tanks left, and you know how many we have left? We have probably 14 tanks left,” the man 

says. 

“You don’t have artillery?” 

“We do, but it’s so curved you can measure the [target] misses in kilometers,” he says, adding that “Everything’s sad.” 

Even as his admission surfaced, Ukrainian authorities said Russian troops continue to bomb residential areas—a tactic 

they say is out of rage at so many military setbacks. 

In the latest attack Wednesday, authorities said at least three people were killed when strikes hit a bus stop in Saltivka, 

in the Kharkiv region. A young boy was reported among the dead. 

Czech 'Vampire' MLRS Fires Salvos at Russian Forces - 

Footage from the Ukrainian military shows Czech "Vampire" 

multiple launch rocket systems firing salvos of ordnance at 

Russian forces. 

The images were obtained Saturday from Andriy Yermak, head 

of the Presidential Administration of Ukraine, oalong with a 

short statement saying that the footage showed "RM-70 

Vampires MLRS." 

The images were also relayed by a Ukrainian MP and former 

governor of the Lviv region, Oleh Synyutka, who confirmed that they show a "Ukrainian field and Czech RS30 RM-70 

Vampire" MLRS units. Anton Herashchenko, an official advisor and a former deputy minister at the Ukrainian Ministry of 

Internal Affairs, said: "Czech beauties-vampires are a joy to the eyes! Such Vampires are not afraid of daylight. And in 

general, no one is afraid! 

"And they react to the Russian occupiers with lightning speed and on the spot." The RM-70 multiple rocket launcher 

system is a heavier version of the Soviet-era BM-21 Grad. The RM-70 was first introduced into the Czechoslovak army in 
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1971. The Czech Republic has donated an unspecified number of war machines to Ukraine since the Russian invasion 

began. 

British Intel Claims Russian Forces Struggling Thanks to ‘Severe’ Lack of Troops - Putin’s war machine is 

struggling to “sustain effective offensive combat power” in Ukraine, according to a British military intelligence report 

released Tuesday. The report says the problem is likely to become “increasingly acute” as the Kremlin deals with “severe 

under-manning” in its invading forces at the same time as a “dilemma between deploying reserves to the Donbas or 

defending against Ukrainian counterattacks in the southwestern Kherson sector.” The assessment concludes: “While 

Russia may still make further territorial gains, their operational tempo and rate of advance is likely to be very slow without 

a significant operational pause for reorganization and refit.” 

Impacts 

Why Russian Soldiers Are Refusing To Fight In The War On Ukraine - For 4 ½ months, Corporal Kaminsky and 

his fellow soldiers from the 11th Separate Air Assault Brigade have waged war, as part of the grinding Russian military 

offensive that has slowly pushed Ukrainian troops back in eastern Ukraine. 

By early July, Kaminsky said, he'd had enough: He refused to fight, one of 78 soldiers from his brigade who have refused 

orders. "I'm morally exhausted. There is absolutely no trust in the authorities and the higher command, from the very 

first word,” Kaminsky, 20, told Current Time in a phone interview on July 17, recorded from an undisclosed location in 

the Luhansk region of eastern Ukraine. 

“Because they ignore everything. They ignore any requests. They began to stir and offer up some alternatives when 

people started specifically saying no,” he said. “I’m tired. Homesick. My daughter was born three months ago. I still 

haven’t seen her.” 

Nearly five months into the largest war in Europe since World War II, a growing number of Russian soldiers like Kaminsky 

are refusing to fight, demanding to return home, or outright not going to Ukraine in the first place. Russian rights activists 

say hundreds, possibly thousands of troops are balking at orders to deploy, to keep fighting, or to remain on the 

battlefield without rotating out or home. 

Of the 78 soldiers from Kaminsky’s unit who have disobeyed orders, some have been ordered held in a makeshift brig for 

days, he said. 

In phone conversations with Current Time, he said troops were not granted any leave for 4 1/2 months, even as the losses 

and casualties for the brigade mounted: Up to half of the brigade’s personnel -- around 1,000 -- have been either killed 

or wounded in action, he said. 

The refusenik troops add to Russian commanders’ headaches as they struggle to replenish spent and exhausted units 

across the roughly 480-kilometer (300-mile) front line stretching from east of Kharkiv in the northeast down to Kherson 

in south-central Ukraine. 

In all, 78 soldiers including Kaminsky openly challenged his orders, and demanded to be either sent home or reassigned, 

he said. 

Unit commanders then staged an intervention. According to an audio recording shared with Current Time, commanders 

met with the insubordinate soldiers two days ago, alternately threatening, begging, trying to coerce them to remain in 

service or rescind their resignation requests. 

Another soldier from the 205th Brigade also said commanders gave no preparation to soldiers before the war, and when 

the units deployed, they were told they were going on exercises. 
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“We didn’t have normal munitions, no flak jackets or helmets. We had no food, no water,” he said. “Honestly, we had to 

supply ourselves” with food. 

“I didn’t think I would quit, but it happened because of my wife’s difficult pregnancy, when I asked for a delay until after 

she gave birth,” a third soldier told Current Time in a VK message. “The bosses’ response was: ‘We don’t care about your 

problems, go ahead and quit’.” 

Western intelligence agencies say Russia’s losses are substantial; a top British military commander told the BBC this week 

that up to 50,000 Russian troops have been killed or wounded since the invasion was launched on February 24. 

The Kremlin has declined to call for a general mobilization to replenish lost troops, instead using what analysts have 

described a “covert, hybrid” campaign to recruit fresh troops: using private military companies, extended age limitations, 

lucrative financial incentives, and sometimes coercive persuasion to bolster the ranks. 

The European Union is moving closer to gas rationing in anticipation of Russia cutting off supplies across the bloc 

in the coming winter. "EU countries should do their best now to save 15% of annual gas consumption," Ursula von der 

Leyen, EU Commission president, advised Wednesday in remarks from Brussels. "Right now the goal is aspirational," she 

said. But "In case of a European alert, the 15% are binding." 

"Russia is using gas as a weapon," Von der Leyen warned. "We learnt from the pandemic that if we act in unity, we can 

address any crisis. So let's act together to reduce gas use and provide a safety net for all EU countries."  

Context: "Russian President Vladimir Putin said late Tuesday that his country would fulfill its commitments to supply 

natural gas to Europe but also warned of possible new capacity shortfalls because of Western sanctions," the Wall Street 

Journal reports.  

"I think we should be very clear: Gazprom has proven to be a completely unreliable supplier," Von der Leyen said 

Wednesday. "And behind Gazprom is, as we know, Putin. So it is not predictable what is going to happen." Already, EU-

wide "Gas storage is at 64%," she said; and "Gas supply from other sources has increased by 75% compared to last year." 

But more related moves could be coming. "The quicker we act, the more we save, the safer we are," said Von der Leyen. 

Ukraine shows need for NATO ‘magazine depth’: Raytheon exec - “That's what Ukraine has proved. It really is 

important not only to have that deterrence capability, but to be able to have enough quantities. Because as we saw, 

stores get depleted very quickly,” Wes Kremer, president of Raytheon Missiles & Defense, said. 

In the wake of the Ukraine crisis, Europe has finally awoken to the lack of “magazine depth” — having stocks in reserve 

— for precision fires, according to Wes Kremer, president of Raytheon Missiles & Defense. 

Speaking to reporters yesterday, Kremer said the company is trying to position itself to help “equip NATO for the future,” 

even as the contractor struggles to find ways to up production on suddenly in-demand weapon systems. 

“Having an active war in Europe is certainly something that challenges the entire world,” he said. “How do we support 

the US government in their efforts to support Ukraine? That comes from both the Stinger missile and the Javelin system. 

We play important roles on that. 

“Russia has deployed a lot of systems to Ukraine. But you know, I think everyone, myself included, is surprised at how 

poorly some of the Russian systems have fared there. And so it really shows that we and NATO have a capability 

advantage.” 

“That’s what Ukraine has proved. It really is important not only to have that deterrence capability, but to be able to have 

enough quantities. Because as we saw, stores get depleted very quickly,” he said. 
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Kremer called that the company’s “biggest challenge,” saying, “that is one of the realization factors, because 

replenishment doesn’t happen overnight. We’re a defense contractor, we don’t build and hold stores, we deliver to 

contracts, and we deliver to customers. 

“And obviously a large part of what is held is in US inventory, some of that is held in partner nations. But when something 

like [the Ukraine war] happens, it takes some time in order to replenish,” he continued. 

Referring to discussions at June’s NATO summit in Madrid, Kremer said magazine depth was now one of the alliance’s 

major priorities. 

“What was recently reinforced with the Madrid summit is this commitment to capacity. The greatest thing that came out 

of that is that NATO and their allies need to not only have the capability, but there needs to be the inventory to backup 

that deterrent capability. 

Kremer also observed that European air forces need to build up inventories in terms of air-to-ground weapons, suggesting 

magazine depths are exhausted quickly leading to increased reliance upon US stocks. 

“It can take two to three years to deliver a new order. So having that capability becomes important,” he said. 

Kremer also confirmed two NASAMS (National Advanced Surface-to-Air Missile) systems, developed in cooperation with 

Norwegian partner Kongsberg, are still awaiting deployment to Kyiv. 

“We are working with the US government,” Kremer said of US-funded procurement. 

According to Raytheon, NASAMS is a “mid-range air defense solution” featuring the Sentinel radar; Advanced Medium 

Range Air-to-Air Missile (AMRAAM); and Fire Distribution Center, capable of identifying, engaging and destroying 

contemporary and future air threats including cruise missiles and uncrewed aerial systems. 

International Creditors Grant Ukraine's Request For Debt Freeze - Ukraine has asked its international creditors 

to freeze its debt payments for two years so it can use its financial resources in the war against Russia. 

The request was quickly backed on July 20 by Canada, France, Germany, Japan, Britain, and the United States, which 

announced their coordinated suspension of debt service shortly after Ukraine made its request. 

"We, the Group of Creditors of Ukraine, express solidarity with and support for Ukraine as it defends itself against Russia’s 

unjustified, unprovoked and illegal war of aggression," the six countries said in a statement. 

U.S. Treasury Secretary Janet Yellen welcomed the decision and urged other official and private creditors to join the 

effort. "I reiterate the call to all other bilateral official and private creditors to join this initiative and assist Ukraine as it 

defends itself from Russia's unprovoked and brutal war, which has had a devastating impact on Ukraine's people and 

economy, with spillover effects throughout the world," Yellen said. 

It is estimated that the debt freeze could save Ukraine around $5 billion over the deferral period. 

Central Asian Leaders Meet In Kyrgyzstan Amid Concerns Over War In Ukraine, Economic Issues - The 

leaders of five Central Asian nations are set to begin a meeting in the Kyrgyz resort town of Cholpon-Ata to discuss 

economic and political cooperation after recent unrest in the region and moves by Moscow to increase Russia's influence 

in the former Soviet republics. 

Today Kyrgyz President Sadyr Japarov met with foreign ministers Vladimir Norov of Uzbekistan, Sirojiddin Muhriddin of 

Tajikistan, and Mukhtar Tileuberdi of Kazakhstan and Turkmen Ambassador to Kyrgyzstan Shadurdy Meredov to discuss 

the agenda of the upcoming summit. 
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The summit is the first meeting of heads of state in the region since Russia -- which is not a participant in the talks -- 

launched its invasion of Ukraine five months ago. 

While previous summits have produced general agreements on cooperation but little else, analysts say this year's edition 

is "very important" for Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, and Uzbekistan, all of which have seen social unrest in the past 

two years, as well as Turkmenistan. 

"I think Central Asian countries are now realizing that they would be stronger if they worked together, especially in their 

relations with Russia, China, and the United States...I think the war in Ukraine has demonstrated...how difficult it is to 

cooperate with Russia.” 

Humanitarian 

Forced removals of Ukrainian citizens - An Associated Press investigation has found that many refugees from 

Ukraine are forced to embark on a surreal trip into Russia, subjected along the way to human rights abuses, stripped of 

documents and left confused and lost about where they are. 

Russia’s mass kidnappings of Ukrainians are a page out of a wartime playbook – and evidence of 

genocide - Following months of speculation, U.S. Secretary of State Antony Blinken confirmed on July 13, 2022, that 

Russia had forcibly relocated between 900,000 to 1.6 million Ukrainians into Russia. 

Blinken cited various sources, including eyewitness accounts and the Russian government, to confirm that Russia is 

removing Ukrainians from their country and making them pass through filtration camps, where some are detained and 

even disappear. 

Approximately 260,000 of these Ukrainian deportees are children, including orphans and others separated from their 

parents. Blinken, in addition to major human rights organizations, says the Russian deportations may be a war crime. 

Russia acknowledges that it has moved Ukrainian adults and children out of the war-torn country but has said the moves 

are “voluntary” and done for “humanitarian” reasons. 

But Russia has a history of forcibly moving large numbers of civilians as a war and political tactic. 

Other aggressors of war have also forced civilians to move for various reasons – like eliminating a perceived security 

threat, or the potential to grab the wealth, possessions and property the deportees are forced to leave behind. 

In the process of achieving these two aims, perpetrators often commit atrocity crimes, a broad international legal term 

that encompasses war crimes, genocide and crimes against humanity. Distinct but overlapping, these atrocity crimes can 

all involve mass deportation. The United Nations’ definition of genocide includes the forced transfer of children. 

Russia’s mass deportation of Ukrainians implicates it in all three of these crimes. 

Russia Placed On U.S. Human Trafficking Report, Child Soldier List - The United States has placed Russia on a 

list of countries engaged in human trafficking or forced labor, the U.S. State Department said yesterday. 

Russia was also placed on a list of countries whose security forces or government-backed armed groups recruit or use 

child soldiers. 

Russia appears throughout the department’s annual report on human trafficking, which assesses how 188 countries and 

territories, including the United States, are performing in terms of preventing trafficking, protecting victims, and 

prosecuting traffickers. 
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Grain exports 

Turkey acting as mediator - President Erdogan said Wednesday that Turkey wants to tie down Russia and Ukraine to 

a written agreement this week and enable millions of tons of Ukraine’s grain to be shipped from the Black Sea and Russian 

grain and fertilizers to be sent to world markets. Some 22 million tons of desperately needed grain and other products 

have been trapped in Ukraine’s Black Sea ports due to the war. 

Sanctions 

EU Bans Gold Imports As Part Of Seventh Sanctions Package Against Russia - EU ambassadors have adopted 

a new round of sanctions on Russia in response to its invasion of Ukraine. 

The package includes a ban on Russian gold imports and a freeze of the assets of Sberbank, Russia's largest bank, held in 

the European Union. 

The Czech Republic, which currently holds the EU's rotating six-month presidency, said the new sanctions will align the 

EU with its Group of Seven (G7) partners. The package also reinforces implementation and closes loopholes, the Czech 

EU presidency said on Twitter. 

The leading economies in the G7 banned imports of Russian gold in June. Other industrialized countries have also banned 

imports of Russian gold, which wealthy Russians have been purchasing to ease the sting of international financial 

punishments. 

Putin 

Russia's top diplomat says Putin indeed wants to seize more of Ukraine than just the country's east. Now, 

said Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov to state-run RIA news agency on Wednesday, the Ukrainian land that Russia wants is 

"far from being just [the Donetsk] and [Luhansk oblasts], it's also Kherson and Zaporizhzhia regions and a number of 

other territories…This process is continuing logically and persistently," he said, according to Reuters.  

The White House said as much on Tuesday as well. "We're seeing ample evidence in the intelligence and in the public 

domain that Russia intends to try to annex additional Ukrainian territory," said John Kirby, coordinator for strategic 

communications at the National Security Council. "Russia is beginning to roll out a version of what you could call an 

'annexation playbook,' very similar to the one we saw in 2014."  

Ukraine's Kherson, Zaporizhzhia, and "all of Donetsk and Luhansk Oblasts" are on the Kremlin's annexation agenda, Kirby 

said. "Russia is also installing loyalists in areas of Ukraine that it controls, including a man named Sergei Yeliseyev, a 

former Russian intelligence officer who has been put in charge of Kherson. Figures like Yeliseyev are Russian bureaucrats 

with absolutely no connection to Ukraine," Kirby said. 

Should Moscow move ahead with these annexations, "Russia will face additional sanctions and become even more of a 

global pariah than it is now," Kirby said, and promised, "We will never recognize any purportedly annexed territory as 

belonging to Russia." 
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Putin recently said, "We have only just begun," 

referring to the war in Ukraine. Is he bluffing? - Francis 

Fukuyama - I think he's lying, as he is about many things. 

Western military analysts who have looked at the Russian force 

posture have noted that right now, Russia is experiencing a very 

severe manpower shortage. They've also lost perhaps a third of 

all of the forces that they originally massed to defeat Ukraine. 

With deaths, injuries and prisoners on top of that, for a country 

the size of Russia, that's really pretty much a military disaster. 

So I think that actually, given that the Russians have only made 

very marginal gains in the two months since they started 

focusing on Donbas, I don't think they've got a lot in reserve, and 

Putin is bluffing when he says that they haven't even started. 

 The most realistic Ukrainian strategy at this point is to focus on 

the south, to reopen access to the Black Sea by retaking Kherson 

and other ports on the Sea of Azov. That's more important than 

the Donbas. I think retaking the Donbas is going to be quite 

difficult to accomplish in the next few months. But by the end of 

the summer, you could see some real progress in the south. It's 

really, really important for Ukraine to recover that access, so that 

it can resume exports of all of its agricultural commodities out of its Black Sea ports and to break the Russian blockade 

of Odesa. 

More than anything else, Russia actually resembles Nazi Germany at this point. Its only ideology is a kind of extreme 

nationalism, but even less developed than that of the Nazis. It's also a very poorly institutionalized regime. It really 

revolves around one man, Vladimir Putin, who really controls all of the big levers of power. 

If you compare it to China, they're very, very different. China has a big Communist Party with 90 million members, it has 

a lot of internal discipline. In Russia's case, you don't have that kind of institutionalization. 

So I don't think it's a stable regime. I don't think it has a clear ideology that it can project outwards. I think that the people 

that align with it are simply people who don't like the West for different reasons. 

We're in a different situation than we were 30 years ago, where there have been setbacks to democracy across the board, 

including in the United States and India and other big democratic countries over the last few years. But the progress of 

history has never been linear. We had huge setbacks in the 1930s that we survived. We had another set of setbacks in 

the 1970s, with the oil crisis and inflation in many parts of the world. So the idea of historical progress is not dead. 

Sometimes you do have setbacks, but the underlying institutions and ideas are strong, and they've survived over a very 

long period of time, and I expect them to continue to survive. (Francis Fukuyama is political scientist at Stanford University 

in California). 

Putin sends up two supersonic White Swan nuclear bombers - Putin has sent two supersonic Tu-160 nuclear 

missile bombers soaring over the Barents Sea north of Norway, Finland and Sweden in yet another show of force. 
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Putin and other Russian officials on several occasions warned 

Finland and Sweden, who had long been militarily neutral until 

their decision to apply for NATO membership, not to join 

forces with the Western security bloc upon threat of military 

action.  

Putin later rolled back his comments in the wake of the Nordic 

countries' formal application in May, telling pundits: 'There is 

nothing that could bother us about Sweden and Finland 

joining NATO. They can join whatever they want,' in a 

scrambling attempt to save face. 

Putin’s response is subject to whatever audience he is confronting when making his statements. 

China 

China threatens ‘strong measures’ if Pelosi visits Taiwan - China will take “resolute and strong measures” should 

the Speaker of the U.S. House of Representatives Nancy Pelosi proceed with reported plans to visit Taiwan, the Chinese 

Foreign Ministry said Tuesday. 

Pelosi, who is second in line to the presidency, is due to visit the self-governing island China claims as its own territory in 

August, according to a report in the Financial Times. 

She was originally scheduled to visit in April but had to postpone after she tested positive for COVID-19. 

Pelosi would be the highest ranking American lawmaker to visit the close U.S. ally since her predecessor as speaker, Newt 

Gingrich, traveled there 25 years ago. 

China has vowed to annex Taiwan by force if necessary and has advertised that threat by flying warplanes near Taiwanese 

airspace and holding military exercises based on invasion scenarios. It says those actions are aimed at deterring advocates 

of the island’s formal independence and foreign allies - principally the U.S. - from coming to its aid, more than 70 years 

after the sides split amid civil war. 

Containment 

More HIMARS will be headed to Ukraine soon - John Kirby, coordinator for strategic communications at the 

National Security Council said, "We're also going to continue to expose Russian plans, so the world knows that any 

purported annexation is premeditated, illegal, and illegitimate," Kirby said. So more of this information could be just 

around the bend. (Russia's state-run media, TASS, said last week that Moscow wants to hold referendums on annexing 

Zaporizhzhia in the early Autumn.) 

Ukraine Says It Needs at Least 100 HIMARS and Longer-Range Rockets - The recent addition of new long-range 

fires capabilities to Ukraine’s arsenal has played a key role in defending against stalled Russian forces. But additional 

mobile rocket batteries and longer-range rockets would allow Ukraine to mount more effective counter attacks and 

reclaim territory stolen by Russia, Oleksii Reznikov, minister of defense of Ukraine, said Tuesday.  

Ukraine currently has eight High Mobility Artillery Rocket Systems, or HIMARS, able to strike ranges of 85 kilometers or 

52 miles, as well as Howitzer cannons with a range of 18 miles. Another four HIMARS are on the way as of last week, 

according to the Defense Department, and the White House expects to announce another shipment later this week. 
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Speaking at an Atlantic Council event Tuesday, Reznikov said the HIMARS had already helped Ukraine destroy 

approximately 30 Russian command stations, as well as ammunition storage areas.  

The mobile multiple rocket launchers have “significantly slowed down the Russian advance,” he said.  

But in order to effectively protect Ukraine’s massive border and wage counter attacks on Russians occupying Ukrainian 

territory, they would need orders of magnitude more. “We would need at least 100 [HMARS] I think. That would become 

a game-changer on the battlefield,” he said, adding that Ukraine also needs ammunition retrieval and preparation 

systems for their 100 Howitzer cannons, as well as more UAVs to plot where to send long-range strikes.  

“We are using HIMARS systems precisely, like…surgery, because we will not use the Russian strategy of, how we call, 

meat grinder,” he said, referring to the imprecise Russian shelling that has led to hundreds of civilian casualties.  

John Herbst, a former U.S. ambassador to Ukraine, said HIMAR’s 85-kilometer range is “actually a little bit artificial,” and 

that it can be extended to at least 150 kilometers, which Reznikov said would be useful for hitting deeper into the Russian 

positions to attack resupply lines. But Reznikov has also said that he would not use the systems to attack Russian territory 

directly. The key to getting more launchers and rockets, he said, was demonstrating effective, responsible and 

“economical” use.  

South Africa used red oxide as a supplement propellant for their G5 and G6 155mm canons. This extended the range 

significantly, allowing them to reach behind enemy lines in Angola in the 1970’s and 80’s. 

Czech Republic to buy possibly two dozen F-35s from the U.S., the country's foreign and defense ministers 

announced Wednesday. That means negotiations are expected to formally begin soon, with the goal of reaching an 

official agreement by Oct. 2023.  

"We're selecting a multi-role platform," said Karel Řehka, chief of staff for the Czech army, "not just a fighter or a bomber, 

but we're looking at a platform that can serve as a command and control center—at the same time a very advanced 

sensor and spy aircraft, and at the same time a combat aircraft," he said Tuesday.  

The Czechs say they want "a multifunctional [aircraft] that has to be able to fulfill our tasks beyond 2027," while also " 

fit[ting] into the concept of how we will fight and wage war in 2040, 50, 60," Řehka said.  

US military announces successful hypersonic missile test - The US military announced it had successfully carried 

out hypersonic missile tests this week, amid growing concern that Russia and China are leading the race in this particular 

field. The news comes amid rising concerns that rivals Russia and China have more advanced hypersonic missile systems. 

Hypersonic weapons travel through the upper atmosphere at a speed five times faster than the speed of sound, or 6,200 

km (3,853 miles) per hour. 

The hypersonic weapon is brought into flight under the wing of an aircraft before being launched towards its target. In 

previous tests, the hypersonic missile failed to detach. 

DARPA has requested and received $45 million for the program this fiscal year. 

Lockheed Martin's would like to develop a means to see the hypersonic weapons DARPA developed launched by a High 

Mobility Artillery Rocket System (HIMARS), similar to the weapons systems sent to Ukraine. 

Why a regiment of Belarusian dissidents is fighting for Ukraine - Among the foreign fighters heading to Ukraine 

to fight against Russia are dissidents from Belarus living in exile. They see the war as a battle both against Vladimir Putin’s 

forces but also against the regime of the Belarusian President Alexandr Lukashenko, which has heavily backed Moscow. 
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Greece committed to providing defense support to Ukraine - Panagiotopoulos thanked Austin for his leadership 

of the Ukraine Defense Contact Group, which stood up in April and said Greece remains committed to providing 

continued support to Ukraine. 

Air Force chief seems to support sending western fighter jets to Ukraine - Ukraine may get Western fighter 

jets and pilot training to aid in its conflict with Russia, U.S. Air Force Chief of Staff Gen. CQ Brown, Jr., said, but he doesn’t 

know precisely what kind of fighter jets they would be.  

Chairman of the Joint Chiefs Gen. Mark Milley—in a separate engagement on Wednesday—emphasized that no decisions 

have been made.  

At the Aspen Security Summit in Aspen, Colorado, on Wednesday, Brown hinted strongly that the idea of getting Western 

jets into Ukraine is now on the table.  

“There's US [jets], there's Grippen out of Sweden, there's the Eurofighter, there's [the French] Rafale. So there's a number 

of different platforms that could go to Ukraine,” he said in response to a question on if the U.S. might be willing to sell or 

provide Ukraine with U.S. fighter jets. “I can't tell you exactly what it's gonna be,” he said. 

The comments come on the heels of remarks Brown made to Reuters on the possibility of training Ukrainians on Western 

jets. “I do believe that we have an aspect and a responsibility, like we do with all our allies and partners, to be prepared 

to train them in various capabilities and capacities,” Brown said on Wednesday in Aspen. 

U.S. To Send Ukraine Four More HIMARS - Ukrainian Defense Minister Oleksiy Reznikov on July 19 asked 

Washington to send more HIMARS, saying Kyiv's forces had used them to destroy more than 30 Russian command 

stations and ammunition depots. 

The four additional HIMARS will bring to 16 the number sent by the United States. Austin said the new package would 

also include ammunition for multiple-launch rocket systems (MLRS) that can precisely strike targets up to 80 kilometers 

away. 

Three Central European Foreign Ministers Make Surprise Trip To Kyiv - The foreign ministers of the Czech 

Republic, Austria, and Slovakia have made a surprise visit to Kyiv in a show of support for Ukraine as it battles to repel an 

invasion launched by Russia five months ago. 

Geopolitics 

Syria announces cutting all ties with Ukraine in support of close ally Russia - Kyiv already severed relations 

with Damascus after Syria recognized breakaway republics of Donetsk and Luhansk in eastern Ukraine. 

China Slams Czechs Over Taiwan Visit as Ties Continue to Unravel - China has slammed the Czech Republic for 

hosting a Taiwanese legislative delegation, deepening the rapid erosion of ties between Beijing and one of its formerly 

staunchest European Union allies. 

US, Greece Stress Strong Defense Ties, Warn Against Revisionism - The defense leaders of Greece and the US 

meeting in Washington D.C. on Monday reaffirmed the growing partnership between the two allies. 

“The defense relationship between the United States and Greece has never been stronger,” Secretary of Defense Lloyd 

J. Austin III, who hosted the meeting at the Pentagon with Greek Defense Minister Nikos Panagiotopoulos, said. 
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“The updated U.S.-Greece Mutual Defense Cooperation Agreement reflects our nations’ unshakeable commitment to 

shared peace and security,” he said. “And it has enabled the expansion of U.S. forces in Greece to support the United 

State’s and NATO’s objectives for strategic access in the region.” 

Although the Greek official did not publicly name Turkey, the reference was clearly aimed at Turkish provocations in the 

Aegean against Greece. 

Erdogan demands Russia, Iran backing in Syria campaign - Turkish President Erdoğan on Tuesday told the leaders 

of Russia and Iran that he expected their full support in Ankara’s fight against “terrorists” in Syria. 

Erdoğan’s comments during a summit in Tehran in the so-called Astana format, followed weeks of warnings that Turkey 

may soon launch a new military incursion into northern border regions of the war-torn country. 

Moscow and Tehran have been backing the Damascus government in the Syrian conflict, while Ankara has supported the 

Syrian rebels. 

Both Russia and Iran have a military presence in parts of Syria mentioned as possible targets of Turkey’s new assault. 

Erdoğan accuses outlawed Kurdish militants of using the border region as a staging post for their decades-long insurgency 

against the Turkish state. 


